Date:
Location:

1/19/2022
Teams meeting

Attendees:

Allison Sickels, Emily Downing, Jasmin Volkel, Kathy Johnson, Liz
Lobaton, Thadeous Carr, Thurston Alexander-Smith, Vanessa Kopp

Score Card Results:
Challenges/Thoughts

WellSky

Social Solutions
Foothold

Bit Focus
Case Worthy

Eccovia

next steps

Cons-Misinformation on capabilities of the system during the call.
Inadequite at transferring systems. Struggle to meet HUD
requirement deadlines. Lacks customizability. Pros- adequate at
meeting HUD standards.
(5 members voted Social Solutions in their top 2) Pros- Mobile
friendly, adding other referrals in to other Systems outside of
Homelessness Response, ability for day services, user licenses.
Referral notifications built in. Built in conditional logic. On screen
ability to give consent. Ability to bring in other program forms and
add them in. More options for case management. Can track time
between events. Running reports on average amount of time. ConsInterface looked less configurable (the flow of the work itself,
structuring what is static vs. dynamic).

(3 members voted Bit Focus in their top 2) Pros- work flows for CE
were built in, templates or customizable (flexibility) In system
messaging that can be combined with email, built in logic, DQ alerts,
eligibility options and filters, tracking encampment abilities. Referral
timers/filters. Ways to connect to other databases. Cons- children
can be head of household's (alerts can be created but concerns on it
being dismissed), would like to know more about data input tool
Pros- frontline focused and case management abilities. Revisit what
was documented previously for updates, consistency from having a
template, ability to cut and paste notes, upload docs to client
records.
Bit Focus and Social Solutions references will be contacted.
References will be shared out by Vanessa or Jasmin via email. An
electronic vote will be completed amongst group to decide which
software will be finalist. Request contact with familiar faces and how
they partner with data warehousing and data sharing projects.
Jasmin will request a single summary page of licensing structure for
top two and price structure breakdown for the top two for initial and
3 year plan
Next meeting Wed.Feb 16th, 10AM

